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Letting the Voters Decide

TAXES
REAGAN: Increase only as a last resort to cut deficit. Establish a "simpler and fairer" tax system.
MONDALE: Raise taxes to reduce the deficit, mainly by hitting corporations and upper incomes. Lower tax rates and eliminate many deductions, credits and exemptions.

DEFICIT
REAGAN: Rely on expanding economy to increase revenue and reduce spending on unemployment and welfare benefits. Push constitutional amendments requiring a balanced budget and permitting vetoes on individual items in appropriations passed by Congress.
MONDALE: Reduce the deficit by two thirds in four years by cutting rate of increase in defense spending, containing government-subsidized hospital costs and slashing farm-price supports.

FOREIGN TRADE BALANCE
REAGAN: Promote free trade but use import limits or voluntary quotas to protect such endangered industries as automobiles, steel, sugar and textiles. Oppose grain embargoes and laws requiring imports to contain some share of U.S.-made parts.

AGRICULTURE
MONDALE: Use acreage controls to bring production into line with consumption. Expand export credits. Halt farm foreclosures and stretch out loan repayments. Broaden the Food for Peace program.

DEFENCE
REAGAN: Push a consistent and steady increase in defense outlays, including 7.8% more for the coming year. Press for more research on space-based antimissile defense system. Deploy sea-launched nuclear cruise missiles and continue development of the MX missile, B-1 and "stealth" bombers as well as Trident 2 submarine-launched missiles.
MONDALE: Hold up testing an antisatellite system and deploying sea-launched nuclear cruise missiles pending negotiations with the Soviet Union on banning them. Scrap the MX missile and B-1 bomber while proceeding with a single-warhead missile, Trident 2 submarine missiles and "stealth" bombers.

ARMS-CONTROL TALKS WITH THE SOVIET UNION
REAGAN: Negotiations to reduce nuclear arms levels, not just freeze or limit their expansion, will be resumed whenever the Soviets wish. Would not sign any agreement permitting Moscow a clear edge on such systems as intermediate-range missiles.
MONDALE: Seek a mutual, verifiable freeze on nuclear weapons. Offer Moscow a six-month moratorium on underground nuclear explosions and testing antisatellite systems. Negotiate verifiable treaties barring antisatellite and anti-ballistic-missile systems.

WOMEN'S RIGHTS
REAGAN: Press for equal pay for equal work and other women's rights but oppose adoption of the equal rights amendment. Reduce the 'marriage penalty' on two-family incomes.
MONDALE: Support the ERA and eliminate sexual discrimination in insurance and pensions. Push a "comparable worth" program for federal employees establishing equal pay for comparable jobs, whether held traditionally by males or females.

MEDICAL HELP
REAGAN: Complete phasing in a program to reimburse hospitals for medicare bills according to a list of approved fees. Bar expanding medicare to include such costly procedures as liver or heart transplants. Continue shifting responsibility for other health programs to states and local communities.
MONDALE: Limit medical-cost increase to 10 percent a year. Bar benefit cuts or higher charges to patients; use carrot-and-stick methods at the state level to reduce costs. Increase incentives for home care.

EDUCATION
REAGAN: Provide discretionary block grants to states and communities, reserving federal funds for the disadvantaged and handicapped. Offer tuition tax credits to parents of private-school pupils and back a constitutional amendment allowing prayer in public schools. Support merit pay and competency testing for teachers.
MONDALE: Seek more federal funds to improve schools by attracting better teachers, modernizing laboratories and strengthening graduate studies. Provide more support for homeless and needy children. Would consider merit pay, but oppose tuition tax credits and prayer amendment.

(continued on p. 2)
Hello Sports Fans! Marian Athletes are in full swing this week with women's and men's basketball practices, men's baseball practices, and women's volleyball practices and games. Marian's volleyball team is moving toward wrapping up their season, while the tennis team has already succeeded in doing so when they met Taylor University last week.

The women's tennis team, consisting of Lori Buchanan, Lori Haverly, Beth Fohl, Jane Forthman, Cara Monahan, and Liz McCullough, traveled to Upland where they met Taylor University's women's club. The The Knights ended up 3 - 6. Lori Buchanan and Lori Haverly won their singles matches and Buchanan, with partner Beth Fohl won their doubles match.

Coaches Dennis Kelly and Buchanan are hoping to have a few matches scheduled for the women in the spring. Anyone who is interested in participating on the women's team should contact Kelly, Buchanan, or any of the team members.

The women's volleyball team now has a record of 18-18. Their last home match was against Franklin College. Franklin has a reputation for producing high quality volleyball teams and this year is no exception. They ended up defeating our Knights in three games. Marian traveled to Ft. Wayne Tuesday where they met St. Francis and Taylor. The team defeated Taylor with ease, but had some problems with St. Francis, and lost in three games.

The Marian Knights play Anderson at Anderson tonight, IUSE and Earlham tomorrow, and will end their regular season Tuesday when they meet Manchester College. Marian's NAIA record at this point is 2-4, so they can only make it to the District Tourney through an 'At large' bid. The team won't find out if they've made it until sometime next week. Good luck girls!

Yearbook

Have you ever worked on a yearbook? Would you like to? This year's book is going to have a fresh, new look and we need interested people who would like to put some time and energy into making the best Marian yearbook ever!

If you are interested come to the yearbook office in the basement of Clare Hall by the nurse's office on Monday, October 29th at 7:00 p.m. We are looking forward to seeing as many of you as possible. Interested parties should contact Tracy Tarter or John Weeks.

Last year's yearbooks are in, so those of you who have already purchased them can pick them up in the yearbook office between 5:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. on Monday, October 29th. Please bring your Marian College I.D.
Where for art thou Security

Dan Johnson
Jackie Bagosy
Donna Groves

On a midnight stroll, cold and dreary,
We sat on a bench, three friends, so weak, so weary.

As we spoke of life and non-existent love,
asking "Why?" to the Man above,
two lights appeared, so bright, so near.

Their purpose in being was quite unclear.
The lights, they shone upon our faces, leaving us frozen in our places.

All of a sudden, they came to a stop!
And what happened next would make your eyes pop!

The car did not leave us, nor had it passed,
which made our hearts jump, and beat oh so fast.

From our seats we sprung like three jumping toads,
We ran for our lives-WE HIT THE ROAD!

But the car continued hot on our trail,
while our attempts to elude them, miserably failed.

We searched for comfort, we searched for aid,
Where was campus security, so handsomely paid?

Where were our heroes decked out in blue?
We could not find them—to this day, not a clue.

As we so pitifully tried to save our...
The car, she followed us, across the convent grass.

Our temperatures rose and began to boil-
As our search for security sent us to Doyle.

Our jaunt across campus, sending us to and fro-
We implored to security—Where did you go?

To this school, one that values law and purity,
What then, is the value of it's "Campus Security?"

GO VOTE

I feel that it is our duty to vote. Although I know that one vote won't swing the election one way or another, for every person that feels that their vote doesn't count so they don't bother there are thousands of other people that will do the same (that would definitely have some influence on the outcome).

Did you know that in the 1980 Presidential Election only 38.2% of the population were registered voters and only 53.9% of those registered actually voted. The President won by 50.7% of the votes (50.7% of 53.9% of 38.2% = 10.5% Americans endorse the President). So get out there and vote, encourage others to vote. Help preserve democracy!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN from the CARBON STAFF

As a part of International Week, here is a composition from ELS student Carolina Aquila. This composition is from the view of an international student. Carolina is Italian, but her family now lives in Venezuela. She truly has seen the world.

Variety is the Spice for Life

Ever since I was a child, I have visited many countries around the world, because of my fathers job. To travel around a country is a good way for a person to learn about its traditions and culture. I will describe a couple of places that are very special to me: Washington D.C., in the United States, and Zurich, in Switzerland.

The capital city, keeper of the history of the United States, has many interesting things to offer. One of them is the U.S. Mint. There I was able to see the complete process of making dollar bills and coins. At the beginning of the exhibit, there was a sign saying, "Bucks start here." (This is a play on the saying of President Truman, "The buck stops here.") After that, with a sophisticated system of security, it is possible to see the production of the money. At the end of the visit, there is a display of different coins and bills. One of these, the biggest that I have ever seen, was a one thousand dollar bill. Unfortunately, they did not give away any free samples of their product.

Now I am going to tell you about another city that interested me very much; Zurich. It is very different from Washington, D.C., if only because it is much older and has more history to it.

In Zurich, you can visit the clock factories or the clock museum and lots of other kinds of museums. In Switzerland there isn't really one important monument like the Statue of Liberty that everybody in the world knows. Switzerland is only a small country well known for it's cleanliness and it's big mountains. The cities almost all have beautiful old houses. There aren't many new buildings because usually all those old houses have been renovated.

I also learned a lot from my experiences in all the places I visited. I like learning about different cultures, and their differences only made them seem more intriguing to me. I learned how to adapt to the customs and not to condemn the people before getting to know them. I think that I am more open to new ideas because I have met such a variety of people and heard so many theories on subjects such as politics, religion, economics, etc. I have learned to think for myself and to pick up the theories which seem to be the most valid to me.
Rides for Voters

Need a ride to vote? There are students that have volunteered to provide rides to the polls. If you should need a ride, contact Joe Fey at extension 475, or Dee Williams at extension 109.

There will be a sign-up sheet for those who need rides, outside the Marian Auditorium, and at the switchboard. The polls will be open from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Take this opportunity to make sure you vote!!

Trick or Treat

Thurs., Oct. 25, Clare Hall Board will be sponsoring a trick-or-treat night for the alumni and faculty children, after they visit the Senior Haunted House. Any other children who wish to participate are more than welcome. The children are expected at approximately 7:00 p.m.

National Political Debate at Marian

All the issues of this year's presidential election campaign will surface Wednesday evening, October 31, here at Marian, in a debate between two national political leaders.

Squaring off on the non-partisan stage of Marian Hall Auditorium will be Jack Abramoff, national chairman of College Republicans, and Steve Girsky, national chairman of the College and Young Democrats.

The program, which begins at 7:30 p.m. will be preside over by members of the League of Women Voters. A four person panel will fire questions at the two protagonists.

Targeting the questions will be one Marian College professors and three city newsman.

The debate will be recorded by American Cablevision for broadcast, 8-9:30 p.m. on Friday, November 2, and 7:30-9 p.m. on Monday, November 5, on channel 35. Rick Fague will produce the television broadcast.

BOOKSTORE NEWS

New sweats!!! Did I hear someone say new sweats? Yes, Marian College has a new trend hanging around. Come on over to the school bookstore and check out the new style. Better hurry, they're going fast, and whatever is left will be sold at the Homecoming game. Buy yours now, while they last.

A.C.S. Meeting

Attention all A.C.S. members, there will be a meeting on Monday night Oct. 29 at 7:30 in the Chemistry lecture room (355).

Children's Museum

The International Club is going to the Children's Museum on Saturday October 27 from 1-5 p.m. Those who want to can go to the Children's Museum Haunted House which costs $1.25.

Haunted House

The Seniors are once again the sponsors of the horrifying haunted house. This is the second annual gruelling event which will be held this year in the Intramural Gym, located in the center of campus, behind the Admissions office. Dates for the Haunted House are: Thurs., Oct. 25, from 6:30-9 p.m., and Fri., Oct. 26, from 7:30-9:30 p.m. All children and M.C. students are welcome. See you there.

Costume Dance

Sat., Oct. 27, Doyle Hall will be the host of some Halloween excitement. They will be sponsoring a costume party with prizes for many different categories. There will also be a Halloween Dance to add to the festivities of the night. The time is from 8-12 midnight. Come on over for spooky fun.